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THE OPENING CEREMONY

Delegates, rather than the iconic chambers of the Hyatt Ballroom or the
Westin, we found ourselves congregated together in the confines of a Zoom
Webinar this year. 
Why, you ask? 
The Press Head answered these in his opening address to the august
audience, talking about the challenges of COVID-19, before asking Secretary
General Nathan Menezes to do the same. While conveying all the hard work
and dedication that went into this year’s edition of VIBGYORMUN, he
introduced all the Executive Board members to the delegates, with the
hopes of an engaging session with a lot to take away. In conclusion, he said
“If you work hard  and research for the extra information you think you’re
lacking on, and put in the effort and give to MUN, it will give back to you.”

Following the Secretary General’s, awe-inspiring speech, Mr. Shim Mathew
graced the webinar and delivered an insightful speech, welcoming everyone
to MUN and discussing the fundamental principles of the United Nations
while also expressing his hopes for delegates from this MUN to one day
become a part of the UN themselves and help to change the world. 

The webinarentailed an address from Mr. Zane Wilmans, Managing Director
of Protexx Risk Management, and a leading expert in security solutions. He
believes that security is a crucial aspect of all corporations, elaborating also
on the current ‘information war’, wherein information can be hard to
disseminate. He left us with the message that no matter what one does, it is
important to distinguish oneself from the rest.  Mrs. Kavita Sahay-Kerawalla
then offered her stimulating words of encouragement.  

And finally, the anticipated moment: the Secretary General virtually
declared, with the knowledge that we couldn’t be stopped even by the
pandemic, VvMUN 2020 open with the sound of the iconic gavel. 
Happy two days of virtual MUNning, delegates!
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We're back (...sort of)



Yet another year of VIBGYORMUN
delegates, and, in typical 2020 style - this
year, it's online. Now, we hope that your
spirits haven't been dampened by the fact
that you're not parading around in Prada
through the Hyatt Regency, or that there's
no delegate dance for you to socialise with
the rest of your eclectic committee. 

Alas, alack, the press isn't too happy
about recycling your photos from last
year either. We expected to have
some terrific photoshoots, complete
with mood lighting, mascara and just
a touch of that oh-so-glamorous
diplomat look we're all trying to
recreate here. But, this year, instead
of the ties and the bows and the
shoes and the blazer - it's resilience. 

The reason I've put up these photos from last year is to demonstrate to you
what we're capable of as a conference, and the standard we uphold at
VIBGYORMUN. To remind you of the friendly learning atmosphere we
cultivate at this conference. So, this year, you logging onto MS Teams and
sitting through a couple hours of committee is a symbol of your resilience
and power to adapt and change. You may not be the fashionista or the diva,
but you, this year, make a real difference simply with your words. 
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
SOORYA BALASUBRAMANIAN

So, delegates, go right ahead and press that bright blue
button that lets you enter the world of diplomacy for yet
another year. As always, the press is watching with hawk eyes
and eager taps on the keyboard. 
- Soorya Balasubramanian, Head of Press



THE ALL INDIA POLITICAL

PARTIES MEET (AIPPM)
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Eight months in lockdown and the government is

yet to provide the best healthcare?

As India struggles with a second wave of the nCoVID-19 in most cities, the government
chooses to comfortably sit back and “not comment” on sensitive circumstances.
November 28, 2020

Mumbai: All the unemployed workers of India died of starvation a second time today in the All

India Political Party Meet when Hon’ble Minister of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Mr. Narendra

Singh Tomar, said that India’s GDP is “getting better.”  

The government in today’s session procured eccentric ways of spectacularly dodging questions

of fellow parliamentarians, going as far as to quote Hon’ble President of India, Mr. Ram Nath

Kovind, and referring to the existential pandemic as nature’s way of detox and rebellion, as a

compensation for the government’s incompetence. While Hon’ble Prime Minister refrained

from commenting on when the lockdown in Kashmir would be lifted and how circumstances

would be managed in the lack of communication facilities, he emphasized how “Rome wasn’t

built in a day”, and that the government will provide better healthcare services, doubting the

capacity of the government’s policies himself.

Hon’ble Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, as many parliamentarians might agree, seemed to live

in utopia, suggesting drone surveillance to curb the spread of the virus, not pausing even for a

second to think about the financial and human rights strains that it may cause. On one hand,

we saw Hon’ble Chief Minister Mr. Arvind Kejriwal feel the need to introduce himself and his

party to the committee, Hon’ble Minister of Health MR. Harsh Vardhan suggested financial

incentives for employees, blatantly ignoring the crippling economy of India.

One could see a classic blame game among the ruling party and opposition, where Member of

Parliament Mr. Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi reprimanded opposition leader Mr. Rahul Gandhi and told

him to use money from his own “pocket” to help Indian citizens during the pandemic, just like

Bollywood actor, Sonu Sood. The chairperson practically thanked Mr. Asaduddin Owaisi for

actually seeing through the thick veil of lies that the government uses to mask the ground

reality of the pandemic. 

BY SWONSHUTAA DASH
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The parliamentarian very wittily (or should it be

referred to as cunningly?) quoted Mr. Vinod

Paul, a part of the NITI Aayog, who committed

that India would be “corona-free”  by 16

November 2020, leaving members of the

Bhartiya Janta Party (BJP) speechless. While Mr.

Naqvi considered implementing the

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of 2030

by the United Nations (UN) more important, Mr.

Narendra Modi, some might wonder whether in

his senses, accused public gatherings in the

festive season as the reason for the spike in

cases, deeming his own policies as incompetent

in protecting civilians of the country.

It’s as if someone had switched the government to “incompetent mode”, while the

opposition did no good either, picking spite over civilian security. To sum in a

nutshell, here is what the government conveniently abstained from discussing:

impact on agriculture and aquaculture Decline in the manufacturing sector,

gender gap, domestic violence, and inequality, health crises and reverse migration,

Psychological impact

hough the Government and the Opposition continued to grapple with each other

over the so-called effective policies (and will likely continue to do so in the near

future), it was pretty evident that in the battle between coronavirus and the Indian

government there are no victors as of now. However, it remains to be seen whether

the health pendulum of India will swing the right way in the future and for that,

the common man should be hopeful.

Members of the AIPPM



THE ALL INDIA POLITICAL

PARTIES MEET (AIPPM)
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Day two of committee procedures saw the government asleep, sleep talking in
committee, and expressing the loopholes of their so-called fool-proof policies.
November 28 2020

Mumbai: Sunday saw the government in partial senses, surprising better ensemble, and

butchering the residual hopes of Indian citizens, mercilessly dropping the axe on the

chopping board.

Taking delusional up one notch, Hon’ble Finance Minister, Ms. Nirmala Sitharaman said that

while India’s GDP had declined initially, it is officially improving at a fast pace, backed up by

Prakash Javdekar who mentioned statistics of NIFTY and Sensex rising, ignoring in plain

sight that this still hasn’t aided in the production of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

kits for the threatening second wave of the coronavirus. While Hon’ble Chief Minister Mr.

Yogi Adityanath said that virtually bought vegetables aren’t “up to the mark” and that

people need to step out for vegetables, many saw him as technologically disabled.On one

hand, while the leader of the Indian National Congress (INC) Mr. Rahul Gandhi thought that

“all professions could work from home”, Hon’ble Member of the Parliament (MP) Mr.

Asaduddin Owaisi spared no chance to annihilate the left-over shreds of respect

parliamentarians had for the government. The parliamentarian unhesitatingly (and also

unerringly) stated that the ban on Chinese apps is a symbolic war and that the government

does not want civilians to know about the realistic sensitivity of Kashmir’s situation,

commenting on Hon’ble Minister of Health’s statement that Kashmir’s situation is a matter

of privacy and it shall not be discussed in committee.

THE OWAISI REDEMPTION.

BY SWONSHUTAA DASH



With atypical systemization, the obsession of the government calling the World

Health Organization (WHO) the ‘who’ prevailed while respected members of the

government turned statements of their allies to rubble when Mr. Yogi Adityanath

said that the government will open up the Union Territory of Kashmir. As per usual,

Mr. Asaduddin Owaisi was standing by with a sanguinary reply, unrelentingly

calling the PM CARES fund a ploy, for why would the government establish it

under the Right to Information (RTI), just to prohibit third-party audits?

At the end of the roller coaster ride in which Hon’ble Prime Minister Mr. Narendra

Modi seemed reluctant for students to become doctors for it is a tedious process,

insanity was redefined by members of the committee whilst they spoke from

whichever wonderland they are in, the common man just stood and sighed and

prepared to take matters in their own hands.
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Member s of the Governnment decked up for committee!



THE ALL INDIA POLITICAL

PARTIES MEET (AIPPM)
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academically speaking...
ANIshKA KATARIA

2020 brought with it a wave, an unprecedented, undeniably difficult-to-

comprehend wave that has caused upheaval, and changed the course of all our

lives. While the mundane was boring, the pattern and the certainty was

comforting. Now, everything that happens, or will happen, comes with a hefty

dose of uncertainty and confusion. Can we step out and pretend that everything

has gone back to normal? Will it ever be like the good old days again? Can we go

out to the movies, huddling close in groups and passing around the same big

bucket of popcorn? Can we realise our dreams of studying in that yearned for

university, enjoy the prospects of dormitories and overflowing hallways and prom

dances?  The questions are unending.

But this is just the tip of a deep, colossal iceberg. The onslaught of COVID-19 has

managed to affect just about every sector we can possibly think of. And while our

personal and social lives have definitely taken a pretty solid hit, there have been

much more serious consequences. 

This year, AIPPM has taken up as its agenda, the social and economic impact of

the pandemic. 

The economy: the backbone of the nation, foundation that silently helps make all

of our dreams come true, thread that holds the entire tapestry that is our country

together, has perhaps suffered the worst blow. The biggest concern regrading the

enforcement of a nationwide lockdown was its direct and fatal impact on the

economy. Thousands of workplaces shut down, thousands of jobs and employees

simply made redundant by the sheer helplessness of the situation, and so many

industries simply fallen straight into the outstretched arms of ruin; 2020 has

definitely made its mark for posterity.

The hospitality industry spanning cafes, hotels, restaurants, resorts and the like,

seems to have lost its way in a labyrinth of dense fog. Coupled with travel

restrictions, border shutdowns and strict quarantine regulations in the world’s

biggest economies have resulted in the threat of a serious economic crisis and

recession. 
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Trade has also, undoubtedly, been greatly affected. Surprisingly, however, exports

in India have bounced back sharply since September 2020, and in a COVID-

marred world, this is very good news. 

Coming back to the people, the social impact is also an extremely significant

part of this entire ordeal. Millions of people suddenly forced to stay home, a

quarter of them losing their jobs, another quarter simply grappling to make ends

meet, the rich digging into their limitless savings and the poor worrying about

survival. Even the smallest of changes can be scary, but this cataclysmic shift has

unhinged everybody.

Lack of social interaction and a truckload of monetary problems and burdens

have all contributed to a rise in mental illnesses such as stress, anxiety and

depression. 

Another phenomenon, reverse migration, has begun in full swing since the

pandemic reached its peak. Migrants from cities have all hightailed back to their

native lands such as UP, Bihar, Rajasthan, Odisha, Assam, Punjab, West Bengal,

Madhya Pradesh. The massive inflow of migrants back to rural areas has exerted

excess pressure on the agriculture and rural economy, which is said to result in a

greater number of people suffering from abject poverty. Government schemes

and policies have only worked so well in curbing this mass movement; low-wage

labourers prefer the relative safety of their hometowns rather than cities than

can offer them no more than job losses and an increasing risk of contracting the

virus in the current situation. 

If we were to write up a list for the myriad of ways in which COVID-19 has rusted

the hinges of this well-oiled machine, it would, quite honestly, be ceaseless. 

And while we have been rudely shoved into a frightening, new, uncomfortable

world, it is our reality now. We can take solace in how much the environment has

healed in the months that we didn’t use our vehicles as much, or how it made us

realise that it is never a matter of not having the time, but only a matter of

making time. There will be confusion, frustration and an ongoing nostalgia for all

that we lived with and experienced in the past, but this is our world now. 

We’re all here. Together. And as the legendary band Queen said, “We’ll keep on

fighting till the end.” 

We are champions, and armed with understanding, patience, intelligence,

obedience, regulations, sanitizers and masks, we can tackle COVID-19. 



UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR

GENDER EQUALITY AND THE

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UNW)
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HEY, SISTERS!
ANNA ELIZABETH MATHEW

Session two of day one commenced with delegates being counselled by
their chairs to move into committee sessions with the promise that they
would explain procedure as they went along. With a few members joining in
late, and others being newcomers to this platform the committee resorted
to picking up momentum at snail’s pace. Delegates in Shivyaa Kumar’s
committee seem to be the most likely to grasp the ROP best as she seems to
be stringently implementing and efficiently guiding her committee while Mr
Manish brought a sense of ease with his varsity jacket and his defence of it
thereof. He encouraged the floundering delegates in his committee by
prodding to raise more topics for Moderated Caucuses  
   
The delegates showcased their critical thinking skills and indulged in fact-
based debates with the general topic being: Gender Inequality in the
Economic and Trade Sector. A call for decorum had already ben voiced twice
and disputes broke out over the order of speeches in the GSL. The lively
committee with visions of creating a better world for women had first to
overcome stigmas like “women being weaker than men” and “females have
emotional issues.” They debated about each country’s policies for the
progress of women. After the insightful speeches during Red Robbin,
countries progressed to Moderated Caucuses on topics such as “do women
feel insecure working in male dominant environments, or does it make them
work harder “and “facilities provided to women in the workplace.” We hope
the delegates have used their informal sessions today to lobby and create
blocks and will be able to pass a resolution tomorrow.



UNITED NATIONS ENTITY FOR

GENDER EQUALITY AND THE

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN (UNW)
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academically speaking...
ANNA ELIZABETH MATHEW

Discrimination against women and girls is a pervasive and long-running phenomenon

that characterizes Indian society at every level. India’s progress towards gender equality,

measured by its position on rankings such as the Gender Development Index has been

disappointing, despite fairly. rapid rates of economic growth. In the past decade, while

Indian GDP has grown by around 6%,

there has been a large decline in female labor force participation from 34% to 27%. The

male-female wage gap has been stagnant at 50%. Crimes against women show an

upward trend, in particular brutal crimes such as rapes, dowry deaths, and honor killings.

These trends are disturbing, as a natural prediction would be that with growth comes

education and prosperity, and a possible decline in adherence to traditional institutions

and socially prescribed gender roles that hold women back.Even in the field of sport,

while female athletes put in the same amount of effort as their male counterparts, they

seem to be paid 34% less. While players from the men’s cricket team have been divided

into four categories – Grade A+, Grade A, Grade B and Grade C — the top bracket will

receive Rs 7 crore annually while the others in the remaining categories will receive 5, 3

and 1 crore annually, respectively. For women cricketers, the contracts are settled across

three categories. The women’s team has been divided in three grades, where the Grade A

ones will be getting Rs 50 lakh,

those in Grade B will be paid Rs 30 lakh and the ones in Grade C will be handed Rs 10

lakh each.. Agriculture is one of leading occupations of India and the jarring effects of the

pay gap prevail heavily in this sector too, as in the agriculture sector 74% of the labor force

consists of women and still according to the International Labor Organization (ILO) on

average, hourly wages of women are 16% less than those of men and inequality is higher

in monthly wages with a gap of 22%. Women are also discriminated in terms of credit

lending and property ownership. This situation can be again drawn back to the

patriarchal system prevalent in the Indian economy: women have always been disbanded

from share in the properties as it is believed that men are the ones who actually carry

their generation forward and earn bread and butter for the family, while women would

just sustain upon the money earned by men.



The overall impact of trade on the economy will affect women in the same way as

economic growth and development has a gender impact, as seen in the previous section.

An economic downturn, on the other hand, might affect more women than men

because, in general, women are a more vulnerable group of the population. However,

others, especially those working in the poor rural areas and in the urban informal sector,

have fewer assets to weather the shocks of trade liberalization.Therefore, I believe that for

India to maintain its position as a global growth leader, more concerted efforts at local

and national levels, and by the private sector are needed to bring women to parity with

men. While increasing representation of women in the public spheres is important and

can potentially be attained through some form of affirmative action, an attitudinal shift is

essential for women to be considered as equal within their homes and in broader society.

Educating Indian children from an early age about the importance of gender equality

could be a meaningful start in that direction.
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DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY COMMITTEE (DISEC)

1.30pm, Saturday. Sleepy Time. But, committee

began nonetheless. The first room which began its

committee session was Room 3, chaired by Krish

Agrawal. The committee began with typically with

the standard roll call, while the committee seemed

stagnant and silent at the time. Yet, one could note

the nascent transition from the quiet committee to

a more excited one as delegates volunteered

readily for the GSL. Countries like Venezuela,

Afghanistan, Germany and Rwanda were eager to

speak. If they had any fear, they did not show it.

Their confident voices did not waver once during

the course of their speech.

The delegate of Venezuela discussed with the rest of the delegates about how prevention

of genocide was the only way to prevent the loss of human life and any injuries sustained,

while citing certain sections from the UN charter. To the question about positions on

genocide, Afghanistan was quick to answer, referring to the Rohingya crisis and the

ineffectiveness of Myanmar in preventing this ethnic cleansing.

Particularly memorably, the delegate of Germany somewhat remorsefully reminisced

about the Holocaust while expressing how it has rebuilt itself and condemning any and all

who engage in ethnic cleansing of any sort. Meanwhile, room 4 was also notably the sole

room within DISEC to have permitted an unmoderated caucus to occur, but, judging from

the Chair’s reaction, ‘I legit saw nothing happen,’ it appears that this was ineffective, filled

with aggressive and a cacophonous debate. Simultaneously in Room 2, the GSL was in

progress with the Chair (Ansh Mehta), enabling delegates to learn from their errors as

delegates like India and China gave their speeches. Meanwhile in Room 1, the committee

had surpassed others and had already entered a moderated caucus about the spread of

Islamophobia, though Pakistan’s comments about fascism in India took it to another level.

Overall, committee was very productive today and all the chairs are quite pleased with the

committee performance and hope for even more exciting sessions tomorrow.
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THE DYSFUNCTIONAL DISEC
DHRUV RAGHAVAN



The second day of VVMUN 2020 began

with delegates, eager than ever, without

mincing words, immediately lobbying

and promoting their own moderated

caucus topics that may influence the

direction of committee today.

The day began with the standard attendance procedure of committee with the

committee in Room 1 resuming the GSL, beginning with the delegate of

Palestine’s speech wherein he described the state of governance and the

inefficiency of the government, requesting for aid from the UN. The delegate of

Congo followed suit with a similar strategy in place, describing the daily rate of

1200 deaths. It seems that most of the countries would rather criticise their own

government rather than work towards combating genocide! Meanwhile, the

delegate of USA’s speech primarily consisted of an explanation of the etymology

of the word ‘genocide’, in a moment inadequately pertinent to the agenda at this

point in the conference.

The delegate of Pakistan, however, showed some promise with his intriguing

proposal of a moderated caucus on the topic, ‘The effects of illicit arms trade on

genocide’. 

Meanwhile, the delegates of Room 2 resumed with the GSL as well, with the

delegate of France’s speech mentioning the veto powers as well as their

condemnation of genocide earning the approval of the Chair, who also praised

the delegate of Libya for their speech while commenting on Libya’s contentious

closing argument about  UAE as a hindrance to Libya in committing to

international peace. 

While this proceeded, Room 3 was slowly coming to a close with its first session,

having already surpassed the other rooms; it was engaged in a moderated caucus

before dispersing for the break, though delegates would not let the break stand in

the way of lobbying and deliberation.

Meanwhile in room 4, in the midst of a moderated caucus, the chair has expressed

her disappointment with the state of things so far, with the full committee

agreeing nobly to sacrifice their lunch for the caucus. 

As of now Room 4 has made leeway in terms of paperwork, with committee now

deliberating on blocs. We hope to see a resolution published soon.
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DISARMAMENT AND INTERNATIONAL

SECURITY COMMITTEE (DISEC)
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academically speaking...
DHRUV RAGHAVAN

A massive wave of division and disunity has plagued the planet for too long now.
Genocide is becoming an increasingly worrisome concern as the threat we hoped had
ended in World War II is now being resuscitated by countries in the 21st century.
Possibly exacerbating this, is the existence of even more formidable weapons and the
harnessing of nuclear power. It is now, more than ever, that we need unity and peace.

One of the most prominent events of genocide that history has ever seen was the
Holocaust, during Hitler’s regime. The Third Reich (as the Nazis fondly called it), was
one of the darkest periods to befall Germany as the country embarked upon waging
another world war, driven by hatred, a loathing of the Jews. Hitler propagated a view
that the Jews were the true reason for Germany’s loss in the First World War and
were deemed traitors to the country: they were scapegoats. Hitler then embarked on
a crusade involving separating Jews from their neighbours and other citizens, starting
with symbols which eventually escalated into having them incarcerated in
concentration camps where many met their end. The concentration camps, such as
Auschwitz, still exist today, their walls tell stories of the pain endured by the Jews.

What is even more ghastly, however, is the Myanmar government’s relentless
persecution of the Rohingya people, which is still occurring today. This event has led
to the immigration of over a million Rohingya to flee to nearby countries, particularly
in 2017 where the number of immigrations was unprecedented. There have been
various human rights violations conducted in Myanmar, denounced by the United
Nations, yet the crisis still persists. Crimes such as arson and extrajudicial killings
send shock waves across the world.

Another such horrific instance of ethnic cleansing is the Chinese government’s
persecution of the Uighurs, more than a million of whom have been detained in
concentration camps, drawing terrifying parallels to Hitler’s wrongful imprisonment
of Jews in concentration camps. The Chinese government continues to justify its
actions, something which instils horror and anger in all people. There has been a
suppression of their religious practices as well as forced contraception and
sterilisation of Uighur women, among other such horrific practices. Hatred and
bigotry now run rampant as certain countries celebrate the ethnic cleansing of those
they deem unworthy of life. Is this what human life is?



I guess I can't use the age old adage that the "Press Room" is more like the
"Mess Room," this year. For obvious reasons, VMUN Press Heads have
recycled that joke for as long as is physically possible, and you've fallen for it
every single year. Of course you have. Delegates, pay more attention to La
Voce, we've got it all. 

As for the press room this year, sadly, it was more like Google Docs, instead
of Caffeinated dashes to the bathroom stalls where inspiration strikes, and
more like jamming on a Microsoft Teams meeting instead of paining each
other's nails. Of course. The Press room is both, the most heavily used and
most sparsely used room, in real life. But online, it's one of the liveliest
rooms you'll ever find. That is, if we ever bothered to attend the meetings
anyway. 

We've been looking out at you, delegates, gazing at the eye candy through
teams meetings (and also listening to your speeches, clearly) - but we
haven't really used our Team all that much. 

I guess this year it isn't a storm in the Press Room, but rather a silence. But
there's always some silence before the storm. 

Next year, we'll hopefully be back clacking around the Hyatt in our high
heels and Gucci boots, but till then - miss us, XOXO. 
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INSIDE THE PRESS ROOM
Soorya BAlasubramanian, head of Press



What's tweeting good?
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Of course ,  delegates ,  you couldn 't escape controversy.  where did

that lead you?  back to us .  bwahahaha



What's tweeting good?
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